It is also best to travel with non-aerosal containers.
NOTE: it is best to avoid using perfumes or aftershaves as the scent
tends to attract biting flies and mosquitoes.
Small calculator and card with current exchange rate
You can call your bank before you leave - or there are several good websites.
My favorite is www.oanda.com/convert/cheatsheet
If you don’t bring one DO NOT drive me crazy at the shops asking me for
conversions!!!!! ☺
Flashlight or miners lamp (with new batteries) REQUIRED!!!!!!!!
Plan on having it ON YOU at all times when in Africa, even the big hotels. We
are so use to things “working” that we don’t realize that Africa’s infrastructure is
not like ours. Lights frequently go out. I find having a flashlight in a pouch on my
belt works perfectly.
You will need these to get from the dining area to your tent at night. The Asakari
have them (guards) but their job is not to light your path, but rather to look for
anything that might be in the grass. BRING YOUR OWN!!
Be sure to leave by your bed at night if we are in a camp where the generator is
turned off.
Travel Pillow
For plane if you want.
Elastic stockings
to help with swollen legs on plane, if so desire.
Extra small tote or other bag
To bring back “goodies” . Travel stores sell collapsible zip down duffle bags that
we find very handy.
Electrical adapter
Plug ins vary sometimes between countries and even between hotels and
camps. I don’t want to tell you to bring one thing and have it not be what you
need. I recommend getting the sets that have several different plugs in them to
be sure you have one that works. Safari Legacy recommends
The British 3 square pin but we usually just bring a “kit” that has several.
Camera equipment
2 (if possible) 35 mm camera bodies. Zoom lens/s. Film, batteries, cleaning
stuff, battery chargers.
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